About the Curator:
Jitendra Padam Jain: Founder Gallery Sree Arts and JJ Sanskriti School of Visual Arts; is
an International artist, well-known Curator, an avid art Collector and a Gallerist.

Gallery Sree Arts, a Delhi-NCR, based art gallery was established in 2006: with an idea to
create a space that sets an example in promoting artists; imminent and masters; taking them
to a stage both national and global by organising exhibitions, art camps as well as artist-inresidencies. The brainchild of JitendraPadam Jain, Gallery Sree Arts has flourished under
the able leadership of Jitendra as he could gather rich experiences from his national and
international exhibitions that include Japan Biennale, Hungarian Information and Cultural
Centre Delhi, Khajuraho film festival, Indo-French Cultural Centre Dé Delhi, Indira Gandhi
National Centre for the Arts Delhi, Lalit Kala Akademi Delhi, India Habitat Centre Delhi, the
Goa Film Festival, the Mumbai Kala Ghoda Festival, Roerich Art Museum Naggar to name a
few. Gallery Sree Arts today has established a name for itself in the Art world. Jitendra’s
passion and pain have paid off admirably.

Jitendra holds a Masters in Fine Arts from the Jamia Millia Islamia Delhi and a
Diploma in Painting from the Royal College of Arts London. He has witnessed the
struggle of young artists at his own personal level and decided to support talent in
different ways under the Gallery Sree Arts banner. A decade from when he started,
his zen has lived up to his promise and brought to the fore a number of new names
in the art world. The gallery has invested a lot in emerging & contempopary
artists. Jitendra judges an artist's works based on the concept, creativity and passion
towards art. Some artists are not trained yet, but their brilliant ideas and creativity
shines through. Art is now, not restricted to just painting on traditional mediums; from
paper to canvas, to architecture, to computers, it is all around us, and takes many
forms today. Jitendra loves this energy in contemporary art.
He has promoted several promising artists including Sachin Nimbalkar, Kanchan
Chander, Avi Vinay Patro, Kavita Nayar, Sukhwinder Singh, Sushanta Guha, Ajit Seal,
Rajesh Ram, Moutushi Chakraborty, Mahula Ghosh, Surendra K. Misra, Koustav Nag, Vinita
Dasgupta, Bhartti Verma and the list goes on.
The gallery also has a large collection of works by eminent artists such as Rabindranath
Tagore, M.F. Husain, Pablo Picasso, Ramkinkar Baij, Akbar Padamsee, K.G.
Subramanyan, Krishen Khanna, Dinkar Kaushik, Krishna Reddy, Jogen Chowdhury, Arup
Das, Sanat Kar, Sunil Das, Lalu Prasad Shaw, K. Laxma Gaur, Thota Vaikuntam, Rini
Dhumal, Haku Shah, Arpana Caur, Yashwant Shirwadkar, Ratan Parimoo,
Dinakar Kaushik, Rabindranath Dey, Manish Pushkale, Ashok Bhowmick, Piyali
Sadhukhan to name some.

Jitendra Jain's path from ordinary to extraordinary: the success today seems
amazing, but the road to this success has been long and filled with plenty of
challenges.

He has achieved much in the field of Art at a pretty young age. He has been
conferred the State Youth Award of New Delhi thrice in 1995-96, 1997-98 and 200001. This apart, he has been awarded as an achiever on World Humanity Day in 2013
for his outstanding achievements in art. He has also received accolades as,
Appreciation from JDVC in 2015, Social Art Convener in 2015, Curator of the Year
award in 2016, Outstanding Contribution towards Arts in 2016, Business and Service
Eminence Award in 2017 and Hundred Influential Personalities in Delhi for year
2017, Hall Of Fame Award by ND Times in 2017, Art Excellence Award by Zoom
Delhi in 2018 and Millennium Brilliance Award recently.
Besides art, travelling and photography are two other passions that keep him going.
He has widely travelled across India in connection with his solo shows.

About the artist:
Ekta Jain’s works are interplays of hues, textures, light, lines, and patterns. In this series of
abstractions, Ekta takes us on a journey to open our minds, to unearth hidden perspectives,
to explore undiscovered terrains, and look ahead of the tangible. Her works are intuitive and
imaginative, liberated and structured, all-embracing and penetrating.

Ekta began her voyage as an artist by drawing and painting in childhood which turned to a
keen interest in sketching as a teenager, when she rendered portraits of family members
and friends. This passion became more serious in adulthood, resulting in her now more than
a decade-long career as an artist. She has held 5 solo exhibitions at prestigious galleries
including the Visual Art Gallery, the Lalit Kala Akademi, and the Triveni Kala Sangam in
Delhi. She has also participated in almost 30 group shows across the country. Her paintings

are in public spaces as well as in private collections.
Several of Ekta’s work are all-encompassing mandalas, the powerful symbol of the universe
across cultures from Chinese Shintoism to Tibetan Buddhism to the Aztecs in South America.
Guides to transcendental meditation, dance shields, medicine wheels, prayers for survival,
spiritual blessings are interwoven into the traditional universe .They are emblems of the
diversity in the universe. Other works of Ekta are insightful and acute, layered and
mysterious, reminiscent of cityscapes with shorelines, city lights, bridges, and alleys.

Ekta associates moods with colours. Red is for intensity, portraying energy, strength,
passion, desire and love. Green symbolises rebirth, spring and the future. Gold is divinity
and purity. Black and white are yin-yang, where opposite forces are interconnected and
counterbalancing, while the greys depict all that is in-between.

The imagination is reduced or extended to lines and measurements, circles and enlightenment of
mind, vertical columns and angular forms/relational idea of a flower or a straight line dealing with
congestion of urban cemented structure where you may be lost! These lines then linear, triangular,
circular or semi circular intersect producing shapes. They are defining the ideas of classical beauty in
art or a break from the tyranny of similar lines to discover harm's way or happiness away. They
convey a depth of feeling that is revealed in the multilayers on these canvases that lines produce.

Reflective and hopeful, all the works in this exhibition are pure and strong, unanimous and enduring
representations of the beauty of the cosmos that we inhabit.

